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What to Do When You Don't Know What to Do
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Many Christians feel unprepared and uncertain when it comes to living each day as followers
of Christ. We often know what we are supposed to do, and even why we are supposed to do it.
Yet when we lack confidence in ourselves and our spiritual development, we fail to live boldly
as difference makers in our world. As one of the world’s leading Bible teachers, Dr. David
Jeremiah wants readers to know that this lack of confidence is both unnecessary and
unhelpful. In fact, the Bible makes it clear that—in the same way skilled hikers pack all the
necessary supplies before a journey—God Himself equips all believers with everything they
need to walk and work with confidence as members of His kingdom. Everything You Need
continues Dr. Jeremiah’s focus on helping the church strive for spiritual victory through Christ.
Using his signature depth, wisdom, and compassion, Dr. Jeremiah explores 2 Peter 1:5–10 to
highlight seven critical tools God provides each of His people: virtue, knowledge, self-control,
perseverance, godliness, brotherly kindness, and love. When we use the equipment God
provides, we can live confidently in the knowledge that we will never stumble.

The Holy Bible
Dr. David Jeremiah's first Bible for children ages 7 to 11, The Airship Genesis NKJV Study
Bible includes hundreds of engaging study features in a cool futuristic design. The Airship
Genesis brand also includes a monthly audio series on DavidJeremiah.org and website with
extensive content for kids.
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The Jeremiah Study Bible, ESV
Start your day with peaceful meditations, soulful inspirations, and encouraging Bible verses in
this 365-day devotional from bestselling author Joyce Meyer -- and grow spiritually as you
spend time with God. Life is busy and often uncertain, but you can live in the full peace of God
with this easy-to-understand devotional designed to encourage you each day of the year. This
includes a daily Bible verse followed by a devotional reading and power thought to meditate
upon. With the constant demands and pressures, it can be hard to regularly take time to
unplug and simply be with God. But Joyce's practical teaching format in Quiet Times with God
will encourage you to discipline yourself so that you can receive the fullness of God's healing,
revitalizing peace.

A Life Beyond Amazing
Bestselling author Nik Ripken, mentored by believers in persecution, offers a 90-day devotional
to help you align your heart with God's, seeing the role sacrifice plays in the life of every
follower of Jesus Christ. Individuals and families will be challenged to embrace sacrifice as
their daily offering to God. It is through offering ourselves that we mirror the nature of the
Father who gave His only Son to be crucified, and the nature of the Son who gave His very life
to save sinners. Through this book readers will discover that their sacrifice can lead others,
across the street and across the oceans, to discover new resurrection life in Christ.
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The Coming Economic Armageddon
This beautiful deluxe edition of #1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer's
BATTLEFIELD OF THE MIND BIBLE contains all the same spiritual truths in a blue Euroluxe
binding. Connecting the principles of Joyce's all-time bestselling book, Battlefield of the Mind,
to the Bible, BATTLEFIELD OF THE MIND BIBLE enables readers to use the Word to
overcome the battles within their minds. And now BATTLEFIELD OF THE MIND BIBLE is
available in a special edition featuring a lovely, blue Euroluxe binding, gilded page edges,
ribbon marker, and foil-stamped spine. Including 150 contemplative articles on "Winning the
Battles of the Mind," 500 scripture-based articles called "Keys to a Victorious Life," and so
much more, Joyce helps empower readers with God's strength through hundreds of prayers,
thought-provoking questions, and thorough introductions to each book of the Bible. Readers
will feel as though they have Joyce as their own personal study partner.

Everything You Need
The #1 bestselling study Bible is now available in the English Standard Version (ESV), the best
word-for-word literal translation of the Bible in contemporary English. The word-for-word
accuracy, literary excellence, and depth of meaning found in the ESV text alongside the
teaching of Dr. David Jeremiah creates a dynamic, easy to understand Bible that focuses on
the complete biblical message and what it says, what it means, and what it means for you. The
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result is THE JEREMIAH STUDY BIBLE: ESV that can be read and used by all Christians who
want to grow in their faith by going deeper into God's Word.

The Jeremiah Study Bible, NIV
HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED HOW THE BOOK OF REVELATION APPLIES TO YOUR
LIFE? When Christ Appears brings clarity to one of the most misunderstood books of the Bible.
The book of Revelation promises a special blessing for those who take the time to peer into the
future with the apostle John. Readers learn that Christ triumphs. Satan loses. Sorrow,
sickness, and death disappear. And God Himself wipes away the tears from every eye. When
the heartache of this present world weighs heavily on us, we have only to look up and look
ahead at the radiant end of one story and the joyous beginning of a new story that will never
end. Unique Features: - Divided into 60 chapters, covering all of Revelation in depth - Utilizes
notes and text from The Jeremiah Study Bible - Each chapter includes an original prayer to
bring you closer to Him as you study Revelation

The Jeremiah Study Bible, ESV, Bronze LeatherLuxe
Book introductions Color maps Geographical, historical, and political perspectives needed for
accurate, in-depth study Study helps Charts Concordance
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Turning Points
The King James Bible for ebook readers, desktops, tablets and phones. Including Old
Testament and New Testament, this is a wonderful tool that keeps the scriptures at your
fingertips. The translation that became the Authorized King James Bible was begun in 1604
and in 1611 was published by the Church of England, under the direction of King James. The
translation was done by forty-seven Church of England scholars, the New Testament coming
from the Greek Textus Receptus (Received Text), the Old Testament from the Masoretic
Hebrew text, and the Apocrypha from the Greek Septuagint (LXX), except for two Esdras from
the Latin Vulgate.

The Handwriting on the Wall
The Knowing the Bible series is a resource designed to help Bible readers better understand
and apply God’s Word. These 12-week studies lead participants through books of the Bible
and are made up of four basic components: (1) reflection questions help readers engage the
text at a deeper level; (2) “Gospel Glimpses” highlight the gospel of grace throughout the book;
(3) “Whole-Bible Connections” show how any given passage connects to the Bible’s
overarching story of redemption, culminating in Christ; and (4) “Theological Soundings” identify
how historic orthodox doctrines are taught or reinforced throughout Scripture. With
contributions from an array of influential pastors and church leaders, these gospel-centered
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studies will help Christians see and cherish the message of God’s grace on every page of the
Bible. Appointed to be a prophet before he was born, Jeremiah faithfully preached God’s Word
in the face of confusion, opposition, and persecution. When instructed, he brought the
message of God’s righteous judgment against sin to the nation of Israel, but not without
reminding them of God’s covenant faithfulness. In this 12-week study, Matthew Harmon
highlights key biblical themes, clarifies crucial doctrines, and draws personal applications from
the book of Jeremiah—reminding us of the truth that God’s proclamation of judgment is always
intended to spur his people to seek salvation in and through him.

The Jeremiah Study Bible, ESV, Black LeatherLuxe
The ESV Global Study Bible is a one-volume study resource for globally-minded Christians
everywhere, featuring a fresh design and a wide range of new features, including introductions
for each book of the Bible and new articles on global themes.

ESV Global Study Bible
The #1 bestselling study Bible, in this beautiful black leather edition, is now available in the
English Standard Version (ESV), the best word-for-word literal translation of the Bible in
contemporary English. The word-for-word accuracy, literary excellence, and depth of meaning
found in the ESV text alongside the teaching of Dr. David Jeremiah creates a dynamic, easy to
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understand Bible that focuses on the complete biblical message and what it says, what it
means, and what it means for you. The result is THE JEREMIAH STUDY BIBLE: ESV that can
be read and used by all Christians who want to grow in their faith by going deeper into God's
Word.

Charles Stanley's Handbook for Christian Living
Who Will Usher in Earth’s Final Days? Are we living in the end times? Is it possible that the
players depicted in the book of Revelation could be out in force today? And if they are, would
you know how to recognize them? In Agents of the Apocalypse, noted prophecy expert Dr.
David Jeremiah does what no prophecy expert has done before. He explores the book of
Revelation through the lens of its major players—the exiled, the martyrs, the elders, the victor,
the king, the judge, the 144,000, the witnesses, the false prophet, and the beast. One by one,
Dr. Jeremiah delves into their individual personalities and motives, and the role that each plays
in biblical prophecy. Then he provides readers with the critical clues and information needed to
recognize their presence and power in the world today. The stage is set, and the curtain is
about to rise on Earth’s final act. Will you be ready?

God Loves You
“A clear, compelling primer on God’s heart for Israel and the dramatic Bible prophecies that will
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unfold in these last days. What I loved most is that David Jeremiah unashamedly examines
and explains the biggest global trends of our day through the Third Lens of Scripture. And his
description of Jesus’ unconditional love and compassion for Jews and Muslims is alone worth
the read!” —Joel C. Rosenberg, New York Times best-selling author, The Last Jihad and
Epicenter: Why the Current Rumblings in the Middle East Will Change Your World “This well
researched and brilliantly written book is so fascinating you can hardly put it down. It has much
to offer any reader interested in what is going on in our world and ties current events to
important biblical prophecies. You will be convinced by reading this book that we are on the
verge of the greatest event in human history. Everyone, both inside and outside the church,
should read it!” —Tim LaHaye, Popular author, recognized prophecy scholar, and creator of
the New York Times best-selling Left Behind series. The Bible has plenty to say about end
times. But until now, there has been no other book that—in straightforward prose that’s easy to
understand —gathers ten scriptural prophecies, lays out a chronological checklist, and offers a
guideline for sorting it all out. In What in the World Is Going On? Dr. David Jeremiah answers
the hard questions, including these: "How is prophecy playing out in modern Europe?" "Why
does Israel matter?" "How are oil reserves and Islamic terrorism related?" "Does the United
States play a role in prophecy?" "How should we live in the end times?" Events unfolding in
today’s world are certainly unsettling, but they need not be confusing or frightening. Now you
can know the meaning behind what you see in the daily news—and understand what in the
world is going on!

When Christ Appears
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Book introductions include outlines, author information, date, interpretation helps, theme, and
archaeological, historical, and literary information 100,000 center-column cross-references 80
in-text charts and maps Concordance Subject and study note indexes 23 pages of color maps
and timelines Red letter 2,208 pp.

The Prophecy Answer Book
Combining the best and most recent evangelical Christian scholarship with the highly regarded
ESV text, the ESV Study Bible is the most comprehensive study Bible ever published.

Agents of the Apocalypse
Bestselling author Dr. David Jeremiah explores the book of Daniel, finding comfort in God’s
specific and powerful promises for the future. The book of Daniel offers some of the most vivid
and descriptive portions of prophecy in all of God’s Word. And through the instruction of worldrenowned Bible teacher Dr. Jeremiah, Daniel’s visions come alive like never before. In The
Handwriting on the Wall, Dr. Jeremiah uses his clear and approachable style to help readers
see Daniel’s incredible accuracy in prophesying about events in human history that have
already come true, find comfort in God’s specific and powerful promises for the future, place
their trust in the reliability of God’s Word rather than the instability of today’s headlines, be
assured that evil is on a leash and God is in control, and much more. For Christians of every
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generation, understanding the truth of biblical prophecy offers confidence and hope for the
future. But that’s not all—to know the book of Daniel is to open a pathway for dynamic, faithful
living today.

The Jeremiah Study Bible, NIV
Is heaven a literal place? What does it look like? What will we do all day? Will there be angels
there? We all have questions about what heaven will be like. Fortunately, Scripture is filled with
helpful information about our future home—we just have to know where to look. Dr. David
Jeremiah has spent a lifetime studying what the Bible has to say about heaven, and now in
Answers to Your Questions about Heaven, he has done just that—provided answers to your
most pressing questions about heaven, angels, and eternity in a straightforward, easy-tounderstand, biblically based book. A perfect gift for friends and family and a handy resource to
keep on your own shelf, this handsome little book will ignite your imagination and whet your
appetite for all the amazing experiences that await!

Jeremiah
With roughly a third of all marriages ending in divorce, there's never been a better time for this
refresher course in the true meaning of a successful union. As New York Times bestselling
author Dr. David Jeremiah reminds us, it's a biblical truth: Sex and passionate, romantic love
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are God's ideas! Nothing rivals the beauty of the writing in the Song of Solomon-- and nothing
rivals the wisdom of Solomon on matters of love, romance, marriage, and sexual intimacy. Dr.
Jeremiah's thoughtful interpretation of Solomon and Shulamith's relationship provides all of
us-- whether married or single-- with valuable lessons for a better, happier, more fulfilling life
and a long, loving marriage.

What in the World is Going On?
"Topically arranged book of devotions regarding biblical truths to the reality of everyday
living"--Provided by publisher.

Agents of Babylon
When Pontius Pilate ordered the crucifixion of Jesus Christ, he thought he was putting an end
to the Jewish uprising that had been threatening the authority of the Roman Empire. What
Pilate didn’t realize, however, was that real revolution was just getting started. Based on the
epic NBC television series, A.D. The Bible Continues: The Revolution that Changed the World
is a sweeping Biblical narrative that brings the political intrigue, religious persecution, and
emotional turmoil of the Book of Acts to life in stunning, vibrant detail. Beginning with the
crucifixion, NYT best-selling author and Bible teacher Dr. David Jeremiah chronicles the
tumultuous struggles of Christ’s disciples following the Resurrection. From the brutal stoning of
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Stephen and Saul’s radical conversion, through the unyielding persecution of Peter and the
relentless wrath of Pilate, Jeremiah paints a magnificent portrait of the political and religious
upheaval that led to the formation of the early Church. Complete with helpful background
information about the characters, culture, and traditions included in the television series, A.D.
The Bible Continues: The Revolution That Changed the World is not only a riveting, actionpacked read, it is also an illuminating exploration of one of the most significant chapters in
world history. Get ready to watch history unfold. The revolution that changed the world has
begun!

A.D. The Bible Continues: The Revolution That Changed the World
For many people, worry, anxiety, and fear are constant companions: fear of death, fear of
danger, fear of disease. And too often, these fears are crippling, keeping us from the life God
has called us to live. But it doesn’t have to be that way, says Dr. David Jeremiah. As
Christians, we have been given all we need in order to face down even the most frightening,
unexpected, and overwhelming obstacles in life. In his new book, What Are You Afraid Of? Dr.
Jeremiah explores the top ten fears that are holding so many of us back from the life God has
called us to live and shares the supernatural secrets for facing down these fears with faith.

Forward
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Is Western civilization in an accelerating decline? And if it continues will it eventually weaken
and cause us to come to the end of cultured civilization as we now know it? "Yes," says David
Jeremiah, and in his book, I NEVER THOUGHT I'D SEE THE DAY! he details numerous signs
of this cultural decay including: America held hostage by Iran Marriage becoming obsolete
Creeping socialism The invisibility of culture's enemies Increase in "spiritual warfare" America
turning its back on Israel Atheist attack on religion Can this downward spiral be reversed? Yes,
but only if one person at a time returns to God with our heart, our manner of life, our dedication
to genuine worship of God, in serving God by helping others, in our giving, and in prayer.

What Are You Afraid Of?
The #1 bestselling study Bible, in this beautiful bronze LeatherLuxe edition, is now available
in the English Standard Version (ESV), the best word-for-word literal translation of the Bible in
contemporary English. The word-for-word accuracy, literary excellence, and depth of meaning
found in the ESV text alongside the teaching of Dr. David Jeremiah creates a dynamic, easy to
understand Bible that focuses on the complete biblical message and what it says, what it
means, and what it means for you. The result is The Jeremiah Study Bible: ESV that can be
read and used by all Christians who want to grow in their faith by going deeper into God's
Word. Now available in a boxed, bronze LeatherLuxe edition!

Quiet Times with God Devotional
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Reveals how not fully understanding and appreciating every dimension of God's love can lead
to missed opportunities to experience His love and to appreciate the life all were created to
enjoy.

Study Bible-NASB
The clarity, accuracy, and literary grace of the NIV text alongside the teaching of bestselling
author David Jeremiah creates a dynamic relationship that is essential to understanding the
complete biblical message: what it says, what it means and what it means to you. The result is
a Bible that can be read and used by all Christians who want to grow in their faith by going
deeper into God’s Word. Now available in a Large Print Edition.

The Jeremiah Study Bible, ESV, Psalms and Proverbs (Gray)
The clarity, accuracy, and literary grace of the NIV text alongside the teaching of Dr. David
Jeremiah creates an interrelationship that is so essential to understanding the complete biblical
message and what is says, what it means, and what it means to you. The result is a Bible that
can be read and used by all Christians who want to grow in their faith by going deeper into
God’s Word.

Battlefield of the Mind Bible
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Since life is a journey, feel free to stop and ask for directions. Previously released as the
bestselling The Glorious Journey, this practical volume by Charles Stanley shows readers how
to put God's Word to work in their daily lives with this easy-to-apply handbook. As believers,
our desire is to follow the Lord more closely and to utilize His Word for maximum impact in our
lives. Occasionally, however, we find ourselves not even knowing the questions to ask, or the
best way to approach Scripture in search of answers. Charles F. Stanley's Handbook for
Christian Living is not a lofty theological work, nor is it an academic commentary. Instead, Dr.
Stanley has prepared a friendly, easy-to-use help system for every believer. In this collection,
he speaks with authority on such issues as: the real purpose of baptism how to treat others at
work a proper view of those in government how grace saves us and how worry robs us what
freedom reallly is He also shares biblical insight into relationships, children, parenting,
loneliness, sexual pressures, as well as strategies for personal growth. From the thorny issues
of daily life to a framework for the end times (and everything in between), Charles F. Stanley's
Handbook for Christian brings Scripture to life, makes sense of the hard questions, and
enhances your understanding of the way life was meant to be lived.

Answers to Your Questions about Heaven
There is a way to experience a better life. Are you ready to become the person God has called
you to be? In A Life Beyond Amazing, bestselling author Dr. David Jeremiah uncovers God’s
strategy for change and challenges you to make nine important decisions that will transform
your heart, your life, and your world. This life-changing book explores the nine qualities of
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character that carry us forward. Three of these have to do with our relationship with ourselves,
three deal with interactions with other people, and three of them focus on our relationship with
God. Spiritual principles are true in any situation. But we must make a conscious decision to
employ them in our daily lives. God has given us wisdom for these days. A Life Beyond
Amazing answers the questions that keep us up at night and shows that the way forward is a
reminder of who we are in Christ and why it matters.

The Jeremiah Study Bible, NIV
What is holding you back in life? No matter your circumstances! No matter where you are in
life! No matter your age! God wants you to move FORWARD! Beloved Bible teacher and New
York Times Bestselling Author, Dr. David Jeremiah reveals his personal approach to life and
how to find the presence and purpose of God in your future! This book is a master class in how
to live fearlessly and get your life in focus! The inspirational content gives you practical biblical
insight into the “what’s next” in your life. Learn how God wants to expand your dream, give you
divine direction, plant within you a life purpose, equip you with tools to overcome fear, grant
you great personal accomplishment, and find a mission that will outlive your life! Don’t get
stuck in your past failures or sins or allow present circumstances to keep you from fulfilling
God’s purpose for your life. Let Forward be the step-by-step plan of action you’ve needed to
move past where you are to where you want to be. Find joy in pursuing the next steps God has
for you and move FORWARD!
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The Insanity of Sacrifice
For anyone curious about prophecy and the signs of the end times, this book links the pieces
of the prophecy puzzle in plain, simple language. There are 1,000 prophecies in the Bible so
it’s natural to wonder, have any prophecies been fulfilled? Do they really explain the future?
Can we really know what will happen at the end of time? In succinct and clear answers to most
frequently asked questions, Dr. Jeremiah decodes and clarifies prophecy for the average
person. He explains in simple lay terms what could otherwise be mysterious and even
frightening, allowing readers to gain a balanced and assuring perspective of the significance of
prophetic events to their personal lives as believers in Christ. He also helps readers
understand how prophecy is directly related to world events today.

Understanding Scripture
Originally featured as articles in the ESV Study Bible, these eighteen essays have been
repurposed and republished in a convenient format. Covering a diverse range of essential
subjects, including how to read the Bible well and why it is reliable, the essays delve into
specific topics such as world religions, canon, and archaeology. Useful as both a general
overview of the Bible and as a tool for more specific reference and training, readers of this
book will grow in their understanding of Scripture and their ability to apply the Bible to their
lives. Pastors, lay leaders, students, and other Christians engaged in studying God’s Word will
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benefit from this collection, written by notable contributors, including J. I. Packer, John Piper,
David Powlison, and Vern Poythress.

Turning Toward Integrity
Never before have we read such jarring headlines, distressing news analyses, or dire
predictions concerning the world's financial future. The American housing market -- or, more
sentimentally, the American dream -- began to collapse in 2006, taking with it large chunks of
the global financial system. Millions of jobs worldwide have vanished forever. Did Bible
prophecy predict this catastrophe? Are there biblical clues to how soon, if ever, a viable, longterm recovery can be sustained? Is the financial collapse just one of several signs that we are
living in the final days of Earth's history In THE COMING ECONOMIC ARMAGEDDON, David
Jeremiah says we can know the meaning behind what we see in the daily news -- and
understand and prepare for living in the New Global Economy.

The International Inductive Study Bible
One of the world’s most beloved Bible teachers offers a definitive collection of resources on
biblical prophecy, the end times, and the apocalypse. “The end times.” “The apocalypse.” “The
day of judgment.” Terms such as these are both fascinating and frightening for any student of
God’s Word. They point to key questions people have wrestled with for centuries, including:
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What does the Bible tell us about the future? How much can we understand about biblical
prophecy and its application in our lives? What signs and signals will precede the end of
everything as we know it? Which of those signs and signals have already come to pass, which
are we experiencing now, and which are still to come? In this landmark collection, bestselling
author Dr. David Jeremiah offers answers to these questions and much more. Drawing from
decades of experience as one of the world’s most-respected Bible teachers, Dr. Jeremiah has
updated content from previously published works in additional to writing new material on a
wide variety of subjects. The result is a truly epic and authoritative guide to biblical
prophecy—a must-have resource for Christians seeking to navigate the uncertainties of the
present and embrace God’s promises for the future.

I Never Thought I'd See the Day!
The clarity, accuracy, and literary grace of the NIV text alongside the teaching of Dr. David
Jeremiah creates an interrelationship that is so essential to understanding the complete biblical
message and what is says, what it means, and what it means to you. The result is a Bible that
can be read and used by all Christians who want to grow in their faith by going deeper into
God’s Word.

What the Bible Says about Love Marriage & Sex
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In his #1 New York Times bestseller Agents of the Apocalypse, noted prophecy expert Dr.
David Jeremiah explored the book of Revelation through the lens of its major players. Now, in
the much-anticipated follow-up, Agents of Babylon, Dr. Jeremiah examines prophecy through
the eyes of the characters in the book of Daniel, explains what the prophecies mean, and helps
us understand how these prophetic visions and dreams apply to our lives today. Written in the
same highly engaging half dramatization, half Bible teaching format as Agents of the
Apocalypse, Agents of Babylon is not only an in-depth exploration of the characters and
prophecies contained in the book of Daniel but also a dramatic retelling of Scripture that is sure
to bring ancient prophecy to light like never before.

Study Bible-ESV
This study o fthe book of James teaches readers that integrity is the result of a life focused on
God and his values.

Shelter in God
An elegantly bound compilation of the Old Testament books Psalms and Proverbs includes
commentary drawn from THE JEREMIAH STUDY BIBLE. Let the wisdom and truth of the Old
Testament comfort you in this elegant compilation of Psalms and Proverbs that includes study
notes, articles, and references from Bible teacher and pastor David Jeremiah. Perfect for
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personal reflection or gift-giving, this gorgeously packaged book includes the poetic wisdom of
Proverbs and Psalms. Readers will find keen insights, comfort and peace through the power of
Scripture, along with insights from Dr. Jeremiah's decades of Bible teaching. This book can be
read and used by all Christians who want to grow in their faith by going deeper into God's
Word.

The Book of Signs
Sometimes the big and small decisions in life seem overwhelming. How do you know what
choices to make about your career, kids, relationships? Even when you make good decisions,
how do you avoid temptation along the way? In What to Do When You Don’t Know What to Do,
Dr. David Jeremiah walks you through the book of James to glean God’s wisdom on issues
such as finances, faith, and decision making. Most significantly, this practical book shows you
how to have the kind of faith that perseveres in persecution, resists temptation, and responds
obediently to God’s Word. What does it look like to consider God in all your plans, depend on
God rather than wealth, and put prayer above your personal efforts? It looks, as James
discovered, like living a life of great joy.

Airship Genesis Kids Study Bible
Shelter-in-place orders around the world have people questioning, “Does God see us? Can he
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help us through this nerve-racking time? Dr. David Jeremiah shares through psalms that God
is always walking beside us. Now is the time to Shelter in God. Renowned pastor and teacher
Dr. David Jeremiah believes comfort can be found in the Psalms, both now during the
coronavirus pandemic and during all of life’s greatest challenges. This newly collected volume
will show how finding refuge in God is always our safest place. Shelter in God offers hope in a
time of uncertainty and relief to people who are experiencing real troubles and fear. Find ways
to worship in times of trouble, experience prayer in pressure, show grace when you are at your
wits’ end, and with God’s help, triumph over trouble. Shelter in God is an invaluable source of
help and encouragement for people facing major obstacles during the COVID-19 pandemic
and beyond. Portions of Shelter in God were previously included in Dr. Jeremiah’s classic
When Your World Falls Apart.
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